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Thank you for your letter of July 14 about the marches in Portadown on 12 and 13 

July. 

The decision on routes was entire 1 y a matter for the Chief Constable. As you say, 

you and sore of your colleagues discussed these parades with ne in advance, and 

I passed on what you said to Sir John Hernon. It is important to ne that you 

should feel able to make criticisms and suggestions to ne in confidence, and I 

will respect that confidence. But you cannot possibly have carried away frcrn our 

discussions the idea that the compromise which the Chief Constable adopted at 

Portadown originated with the Irish Governrrent or with what you describe as 

"Republican interests". Indeed, as you will have seen, the Irish Governrrent 

strongly criticised his decision to allow the church parade through Obins Street on 

July 7. The Chief Constable took his decision on operational grounds alone. 

That decision having been taken, I am glad that leading Orangemen and others 

advised their supporters, despite their views about the traditional route, against 

illegal confrontation with the Royal Ulster Constabulary. Any o~stance would 

of course have been inconceivable fron genuine supporters of law and order. It 

is certainly a pity that in spite of this advice it proved necessary to deploy 

substantial forces to ensure that the decision to re-route was upheld on the ground; 

but the necessity was clear enough. Those who attacked the police deserve the 

title of hooligans, and I am glad that you condemned them. 
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You also criticise the tactics of the police. I hope that any specific complaints 

supported by evidence will be sutmitted to the ROC so that they can be investigated 

in accordance with the law. 

. '!he events at PortaOOwn on July 12 and 13 have done substantial harm to the Unionist 

cause. '!here has been a strong rea:=tion anong those in the rest of the United 

KingCbn who watched the attacks on the police. '!bey ask how the continuing 

British effort in support of Northern Ireland can be justified when "loyalism" 

can take such a form, showing a face that could only strike them as repulsive. 

'!hey of course reject the idea, as I know you do, that the police exist to protect 

the rights of one carmunity only. I am often asked why I do not ban all such parades. 

As you know, I have defended the tradition of parades, and will continue to do so. 

But I am sure that its abuses must be eliminated if it is not to be a continuing 

cause of bitterness, disorder, and waste of police resources. The best way to 

ensure this is for the organisers of a parade to discuss and agree with the police· 

a sensible route which will minimise the risk of trouble. I hope that those who 

help to form Unionist q>inion will fran now on give a clear and unequivocal lead 

in that direction. 
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